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ABSTRACT 
We provide examples of positive maps in M,(C) (n > 4) which cannot be 
decomposed into a sum of a 2-positive map and a 2-copositive map. 
In recent years, there has been considerable progress in the study of 
certain linear maps of C*-algebras which preserve the natural partial order- 
ing. For example, the class of completely positive maps has proved to be of 
great importance in the structure theory of C*-algebras. However, very little 
is known about the structure of general positive linear maps, even in low 
dimensional matrix algebras. 
Let M,(C) be the n X R matrix algebras and P(M,) be the set of all 
positive linear maps in M,(C). One of the basic problems about the structure 
of the set P( M,) is whether the set P( M,) can be decomposed as an 
algebraic sum of some simpler classes in P(M,). Two convex classes were 
considered as candidates, that is, the class of completely positive maps and 
the class of completely copositive maps. With these classes the program was 
successful at least for M,(C) [8]. That this is not the case for higher 
dimensional algebras was shown by Choi [2], first by an example of indecom- 
posable maps in M,(C), h w ere cp E P( M,) is said to be decomposable if q 
can be decomposed into a sum of a completely positive map and a completely 
copositive map. Recently, Tanahasi and Tomiyama [6] and the author [4] have 
provided examples of positive maps in M,(C) which cannot be decomposed 
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into a sum of a n-positive map and a 2-copositive map or a sum of a 
3-positive map and a 3-copositive map. Therefore, as a next step towards the 
structure of the set P(M,) it is of interest to study the class of atomic maps, 
that is, positive maps which cannot be decomposed into a sum of a 2-positive 
map and a 2-copositive map [4, 61. Rut such examples seem to be hard to 
find. To our knowledge, previous concrete examples in this direction are only 
three: Choi and Lam’s example [3] (see below), Robertson’s [5], and 
Woronowicz’s [8]. 
In the present paper we shall provide a series of atomic maps in M,(C) 
(n > 4). 
To state the result, we give some terminology and preliminaries. For each 
k = 1,2,. . . , a map cp E P(M,) 1s said to be k-positive [respectively, k- 
copositive] if the k-multiplicity map cp( k > [respectively, the k-comultiplicity 
map cp”(k)l, 
q(k); [u,,~] E Mk(M,(@)) c, [q(‘i,j)I:j=l. 
[ 
respectively, PC(k); [a,,j] E M,(M,(C)) ++ [ q(‘j,i)]f,j=1] 
is positive. If p is k-positive for every k, then q is said to be completely 
positive. It is, however, known that every n-positive map in M,(C) is 
completely positive. Completely copositive maps are defined in a similar way, 
and the saturation of copositivity in M,(C) also occurs. We note that 
k-positivity and k-copositivity of a linear map in M,(R) are also defined in a 
similar way, where Iw is the set of all real numbers. 
DEFINITION 1. A map q E P(M,) IS said to be decomposable if q can 
be decomposed into a sum of a completely positive map and a completely 
copositive map. 
If q is not decomposable, we call it an indecomposable map. 
As a new candidate for the abovementioned basic problem, Tanahashi and 
Tomiyama [6] have introduced the following concept. 
DEFINITION 2. A map cp E P(M,) is said to be atomic if cp cannot be 
decomposed into a sum of a e-positive map and a 2-copositive map. 
Note that the set of all atomic maps is not a cone [4]. 
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Let E be the canonical projection of M,(C) to the diagonal part and S be 
the rotation matrix in M,(C) such that S = [ ai, j+ r]. A prototype of Choi’s 
map is then written as 
Q(X) =2&(X) + &(sxs*) -x, x E MS(C). 
The map @ is not decomposable [3]. 
Tanahasi and Tomiyama, Ando, and Nakamura introduced the following 
extension maps rn,k of Q in general matrix algebras M,(C): 
T&X) = (n - k)&(X) + 5 E(SiXS*i) -x (k = 1,2 )...) n - 2). 
i=l 
Then by [9], we know that all 7, k , are positive. On the other hand, all r,, k are 
not decomposable. In particular, r,,, n _ s cannot be decomposed into a sum of 
a S-positive map and a 3-copositive map [4, Theorem 51. For n = 3, it is 
known that ra, i ( = a,) is an atomic map [3, 61. 
Our result is as follows. 
THEOREM 3. For n > 4, all r,,l are atomic maps. 
For the proof of Theorem 3, we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4. For n > 2 and 1 < k Q n - 2, no T,, k is either 2-positive or 
2-copositive in M,(R). 
Proof. If r,,, k were 2-positive, it would satisfy the Schwarz inequality [I], 
%,k(x)*Tx,k (Xl G (n - q%,!Jx*x)> x E %(W 
If we take the matrix 
/o 1 **. 1 
0 0 *** 0 
x= . . 
. . . ’ 
,; (j . . . 
I 
(j 
a straightforward calculation yields that 
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We denote this matrix by Y and take the vector 6 = [O, 1,. . . , 11 E C”. 
We have, then, 
(Y.$%?) = (1 - n)k, 
and hence T,, k is not 2-positive. 
Let {eiJ’be canonical matrix units for M,(C), and 
q= 
L 
O,l,O )...) 0,1,0,/o,. 
I 
n 
We know, then, that [cz~,~]~  i, j ~ 2 is positive simidefinite, but 
([7,,k(ej,i)]77”lVt) = -1. 
Therefore r,, k is not 2-copositive. n 
Proof of Theorem 3. Throughout the proof suff=es are understood 
mod n. Suppose that r,,r = pr + pz for a 2-positive map p1 and a 2-coposi- 
tive map pz. Let {e,, j} be the canonical matrix units in M,(C), and set 
aj, j = Pl(ei,j) and 
2)ei,i + ei+l,i+l, 
bi, = P2(ej,j>. Since then aj% i + bj, j = rn, r(ej, j) = (n - 
by tir e positivity of u,,~ and bj,j we have bj, jel,l = el,lbj,j 
= 0 for 1 = i + 2, . . , i + n - 1. Since pz is 2-copositive, for any i, j 
This is equivalent to the inequality 
I(bj,jtlV)l’ Q (bj,j~l$(bi,i5lt) 
for any 5, r) E C”. We have, therefore, 
bi,jel,l = el,rbj,j = 0 
for 1 = i + 2, . . , i + n - 1. Similarly, we have 
el,lai,j = uj,iel.l = 0 
for I = i + 2,. . , i + n - 1. 
By the above relations, we know 
bi,j = Cej,j + ej+l,j+l)bi,j(ei,i + ei+l,i+l> 
for any i,j. 
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Let hi*L be the (I, m) component of bi j. Since bTj = bj,,, we have 
hf;j, = q;, and hence Ai:f is a real number for every i, j. Since bi, j + q, j 
= - ei, j i z j, we have the following relations: 
b 1.n = e1.1 1.ne1.1 b 
= hl.ne 
1,l 1,l’ 
b n,n = A”,“e j , , , , Ix,” n,n + Aya;el 1 + A;z,“e n + A; ,” e,,l, 
bi i+l = e. r+l,i+l i,t+lei+l,i+l b = Ai$:,‘i+lei+l,i+l, 
bi i = Ai,ie, i + Ai<, i+lei,l i+l + Aixi+lei i+l + Ai~i+lei+l i, 2 , 
bi,j = 0 (i + 1 $j), 
b 0, = m,n 
where l<i<j<n and 2<m<n-2. Hence pz can be written as 
follows: 
-51 A’,’ Lt- 1.2 1.1 0 0 ... 0 h"~"X I," n.n 
A',' Lx . . . 1.2 1.1 22 ,e2r 2.3 2,2 0 0 
0 
0 A2,2 x 2.3 2.2 c3 . 
= . . 
0 . . 0 
0 c,-1 A;::;:,-' Xn-l,“-l 
TX . " "," 0 
A",t;.",-l 
X,-l,n-1 c* 
for [xi, j] E M,(C), where 
c1 
= ,+‘slx 11 11 + A;3;x, ,, + A:+, n + A::;x,,,, . > . > , , 
ci = A;;:qi + A;;il-i-lxi_l,i_l + A:;il.ixi,j_l + A;,l+_l,i 
Let [xi, j] E M,(C), and then [xi, j] means [Q. For any cp E P(M,), we 
define F([x~,~]) = ~p([x~,~]). Th en it is obvious that F is a real-linear map in 
M,(C), and if cp is k-positive (respectively, k-copositive), then (p is a 
k-positive (respectively, k-copositive) real-linear map. Now we define & in 
M,(R) by 
h([‘i,jl) = i( Pl + Z)([xi,jl) Cz = 1,2)’ 
From the above representation of pz, we know 
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where 
Re(cl) = A:::~I,, + AI;:;x,,. + Re(A:;;) ( xl,n + x,,~), 
Re(ci) = A:;~x~,~ + Ai;ilzi-lri_l,i_l + Re(Ai;j’,‘)(xi.i_l + x~_~,~) 
(1 < i < n). 
Therefore we have 
for 5 = [x1,. . , x,,], 77 = [ yl,. , yn] E Iw”. Then we have 
by the 2-copositivity of &, so & is 2-positive in M,([W). Since fil is 
B-positive and r,, 1 = ,ZJ~ + &, 7,, I is 2-positive in M,,(R). But this is a 
contradiction, because r,, 1 is not 2-positive in M,(IW) from Lemma 4. Hence 
we know that r,, I is ato&. n 
PROBLEM. For n >, 4 and 1 f k < n - 2, all T,, k are atomic. 
The author would like to thank Professor Tomiyama for his constant 
encouragement. 
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